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Abstract 

The papers [4,11) contain the description of the synthesis of slip conception and flow theory 
in accordance with the ideas of Koiter [7). The present work contains comments to the 
mentioned [4,11) up-to-date theory of plasticity and its generalization for the description 
of creep strain. 
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Transformation of Tresca Surface 

The Batdorf-Budiansky theory is greatly based on the Tresca condition of 
plasticity 

Tmax = Ts, (1) 

that is, the maximum of shear stress is equal to the yield shear stress. 
The new method of construction of plasticity surface is discussed be

low. For this purpose the plane which passes through the given point is 
considered. We define the plane by unit normal n. The unit direction i is 
studied in the stated plane. 

We mark components of the mentioned vectors in some Descartes 
coordinate system OXYZ in 3 - dimensional space in which the body is loaded 
by nz, n y, n z and lz , l y, lz , respectively. 

The conditions of orthonormalization are 

(2) 

lxnx + lyny + lznz = 0 

As the 6 values Ix, ... ,nz are connected by relations (2), these values could 
be expressed through 0:, f3 and w. It could be two spherical coordinates 0: 
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and {3 of vector n and angle (w). The last expresses direction of axis f in 
the given plane [9,10]. 

The component of tangential load in system n, i is denoted by Tnl 

(3) 

The summation is taken with respect to i, j; i, j = x, y, z. Let's take 
into consideration the 5-dimensional space of Ilyushin [6], with Descartes 
coordinate system. The components of load vector Sk are on the axes of 
the stated system. These components are 

3 J3 
SI = "2(Szz + Sex); S2 = T(SzZ - Sxx); (4) 

S3 = V3Sxz; S4 = V3Sxy; S5 = V3Syz, 

where Sxx, .. . , Szz - components of deviator of tensor (Tij. According to 
these components we rewrite formula (3) as 

(5) 

Due to the fact that Tnl is the smooth function of angles a, {3 and w, the 
correlations (1) are equivalent to the equations 

OTnl = OTn/ = OTn/ = 0; 
oa o{3 OW (6) 

In terms of (5) the last correlations from (6) could be transformed to the 
form 

V3(lxnx + Iznz)SI + (-lxnx + lznz)S2 + (lxnz + lznx)S3+ 

+ (lxny + lynz)Sy + (lynz + lzny)Ss = V3TS. 
(7) 

Under fixed given values of directing cosines lx, ... , nz the Eq.(7) is the 
equation of a plane in space of stresses. 

For the definition of its orientation we turn to (6). Relations (6) we 
treat as a system of equations for finding SI, ... ,S5. Usually, under the 
known stress, we look for orientation of f, n system, in which the tangential 
stress is maximal. Now we :Jre solving the reverse task: Ix, . .. ,nz are given, 
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and we are looking for such a stress condition, when in the given system r, 
ii the tangential stress is maximal. 

Solution of the named system satisfies the Eq. (1), as the first three 
equalities from (6) formulate condition of maximal Tn/, and the last equality 
under Tnl = Tmax is in agreement with (1). That solution is in agreement 
also with the plane Eq. (7), as it is evaluated of (7). Thus, the plane (7) and 
surface (1) have the common point - the plane (7) is tangent to surface (1). 

Altering the defining cosines lz , .,. ,nz, we obtain various planes (7), 
they all are tangent to (1). Thus, the Tresca surface of plasticity could be 
treated as passing over the set of tangential planes (7). 

We could have doubts about the mentioned idea because of the fol
lowing: in 5-dimensional space, the set of all planes is depending on four 
parameters (less by one than the dimension of space). Planes (7) depend 
only on the three angles a, f3 and w. We notice that solution of the equa
tion system (6) is ambiguous as we have four Eq. (6) with five (81, ... ,85) 
unknowns. It means that plane (7) is tangent to surface (1) at the same 
line (not at point), which substitutes the fourth parameter. As an example 
we can consider the cylinder or cone, where the tangent plane is tangent 
to them at all their surface. 

Further we assume [4,7,11] that plane (7) could move parallel with 
itself. For a stressed body the vector of stresses moves on these planes, 
to which it is tangent. We assume that this movement will lead to plas
tic strains, normal to plane and dependent on value of its displacement. 
Macrostrains are equal to sum of elementary translations of set of planes. 
Such an assumption results in the well-known formula of Batdorf-Budians
ky for plastic strain components [4,7,11]. 

Named results drive to the simplification of Budiansky formula: it is 
necessary to change the condition of plasticity (1). We shall discuss this 
question in detail. . 

Let us consider 3-dimensional subspace 81, 82, 83 of 5-dimensional 
space of stresses 8 11 82, ... ,85' In this subspace the track of tangent plane 
will be described by the equation 

v'3(lznz + lznz)81 + (-lznz + lznz)82+ 

+ {lznz + lznz)83 = v'3Ts. 
(8) 

Based on formula (1) it is easy to prove that normalizing multiplier (d) for 
plane (7) is equal to one and for its track (8) we obtain 

d = VI -l~ - n~ + 41~n~, (9) 

with 
O~d$1. (10) 
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Let's write Eq. (8) through the characteristics of the considered 3-dimen
sional subspace. Normed equation of a plane is presented in a form 

(11) 

where ho - distance between the origin of coordinates and plane (11); m}, 
m2 and m3 - directing cosines of normal m to it. They could be 

ml = cos&cos/3, m2 = sin&cos/3, m3 = sin/3. (12) 

The angles &, /3 are shown in Fig. 1. The planes (8) and (11) are identical, 
that's why 

Moreover 

ho = J3rs. 
d 

(13) 

(14) 

From that and inequalities (10) it follows that distance ho could take the 
value 

v'3rs ~ ho ~ 00. (15) 

Formulas (13) and (14) with the correlations (2) establish connection be
tween parameters Ix, ... ,nz (or a, /3, w), and ml, m2, m3, ho (or <1, /3, 
ho). Certain values ml, m2, ... ,ms are in agreement with certain values of 
Ix, . .. ,nz, and value of distance ho from interval (15). It means that op
tional plane of the SI, S2, S3 subspace with given distance ho is tangent to 
a Tresca surface of plasticity in a 5-dimensional space of stresses SI, ... ,Ss. 

Further instead of distance ho we introduce a new value - >. -the 
angle between normal N to plane (7) and normal m to track of a plane (8) 
or (11). We obtain 

cos>. = N· m. (16) 

where dot between the vectors means their scalar multiplication. From 
formulae (7), (8) and (16) we obtain cos>. = d, which means that the 
desired correlation on the basis of formula (14) is presented as 

ho cos>. = ../3rs. (17) 
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Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the Eq. (17). Fig. 1 presents part of plasticity surface, 2 
- plane which is tangent to it, 3 - the track of named plane; OA = ..j3rs, 
OB = ho, 0 - the origin of coordinates. 

As the connection exists between parameters SI, .. . ,S5 and a, 13, .x, 
the plane Eq. (7) could be presented through a, 13, .x or mI, m2, m3, ,\. On 
the basis of formulae (2), (9), (12), (13) and (17) we have [4] 

(18) 

where x = x(a,,8, '\). In [4] formula for x(a, 13,.x) is presented; we do not 
need it and do not draw it. 

Further we have the main simplifying assumption. The Tresca surface, 
which bends around the set of planes (18)., is replaced by a new surface, 
which bends around the next set of planes: 

(19) 
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-~ 
N 

---........ 

o 

Fig. 2. 

The difference between Eqs (18) and (19) is that the function of three 
variables x(&, fJ, A) in (19) is replaced by function of one variable XO(A). 

Formula XO{A) is used in [4,11] but now it is unnecessary. Replacement 
of x by Xo substantially simplifies the formula for components of plastic 
strain. Moreover, it permits to present in explicit form the plasticity surface 
in 3-dimensional subspace 818283. In fact, conditions (6) are replaced by 

VrP 
v& = 0; 

vrP 
VA = 0, (20) 

where rP is the left part of formula (19). The first two Eqs (20) cause 

• 83 
tg f3 = 8 . 8 . ., 

1 cos a + 2 sm et: 
(21) 

and from the third Eq (20) under conditions 84 = 85 = 0 we obtain 

(22) 

Thus, there is such a surface enveloped by the set of planes (19) that in 
subspace 81, 82, 83 it coincides with the Huber-Mises plasticity surface. 
Notice that transformed plasticity conditioll in a 5-dimensional space does 
not coincide either with criterion of Tresca or with criterion of H uber-Mises. 
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Components of Plastic Strain 

Let's consider the case when components of tangential stress Txy and Tyz are 
equal to zero, i.e. in accordance with formula (4) we obtain 54 = 5s = O. 

Consider the stress vector 

(23) 

where ej-unit vectors, axes - directed. As mentioned, plastic strain is 
caused by movement of tangent planes (19) of 5-dimensional space, and 
those planes to which vector (23) is tangent. It is located in subspace 51, 
52, 53 (54 = 55 = 0), thus tangents takes place to tracks of planes (11) 
in given subspace. The tracks of planes (11) not only bend around sphere 
(23), but fill all the space 515253 outside the sphere. The set of planes, 
which are tangent to named sphere in the range of angles & and & + d&, ~ 
and ~ + d~, could be specified by solid angle equal to cos ~d&d~. 

The set of planes, which are parallel to the named one and the dis
tance from which to the origin of coordinates is in interval ho, ho + dho, is 
characterized by elementary 'volume' 

dv = cos{3dcr.d{3q(ho)dho, (24) 

or 

dv = cos (3dcr.d{3d)" . (25) 

It is easy to obtain from formula (17) that 

(h ) _ V3Ts 
q 0 - , 

hoJhij - 3T; 
(26) 

Further we shall use Eq (25). 
This displacement or planes with 'volume' dv leads to elementary 

plastic strain dE, directed normally N to them and dependent on volume 
of these displacement, i.e. 

d-;; = N F(Hs)dv, (27) 

where F-characteristic function of material, Hs-the distance from plane 
to the origin of coordinates. As the initial distance is equal to (V3Ts) for 
all planes Hs characterizes the named displacement. 
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The components of general plastic strain, caused by displacement of 
planes with different normals N, could be stated as follows; 

CK = J J J NKF(Hs) cosf3d&dj3d~, (K = 1,2,3), (28) 
flA 

where C K--':components of plastic strain vector; which are connected with 
components of strain tensor by correlation, similar to (4); NK-projections 
of normal N to coordinate axes, which under (17) take form 

(29) 

Besides formulae (28) we have in condition of plasticity (19) C4 = C5 = 0 
under 84 and 85 (because of varying sign of directing cosines). 

Formulae (28) and (29) are the sought-for correlations for components 
of plastic strain. They were derived in [4,11] by another, more rigorous 
method. We use here a deduction of the named formulae, which is easier 
to grasp than that in [4,11]. 

Further we shall give some more explanation to Eq (28). The dis
tances from the origin of coordinates to the tangent plane (VSrs) in 5-
dimensional space and to its track (ho) in subspace 81, 82, 83 are con
nected by correlation (17). As planes could only move parallel with them
selves, formula (17) is valid for distances Hs and hs from origin of coordi
nates to the named planes after their displacement, i.e. 

hs cos A = Hs. (30) 

As the distance to the movable plane track is defined by stress vector S, 

hs = S·m, 

we obtain from formulae (30) and (31) 

(32) 

It is necessary to substitute obtained value Hs in formulae for components 
of plastic strain (28) and complete integration for A. 

For defining the boundaries of variation with A we note that in the 
planes under plastic strain, which are tangent to Huber-Mises surface, 
begins displacement the earliest. For them A = O. In growth of magnitude 
of the stress vector, new planes begin to participate in the displacement. 
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Angle A for these planes is obtained from (17). It is necessary to make 
distance ho equal to S, m in (17), i.e. 

V3-rs 
cos Al = -... --. 

8·rn, 
(33) 

For definition of domain n of variety of angles & and 13 in formula (28), 
we again note that in sphere (22) we obtain A = Al = O. Hence and from 
formula (33) we get the equation of the named domain boundary at sphere 
(22) in a form 

8Iml + 82m2 + 83m3 = v'3-rs. (34) 

Under the given components of stress vector 818283 formulae (12), (28), 
(29), (32), (33) fully define components of the plastic strain vector e1, e2, e3. 

Note the following: Plastic strain is conditioned by displacement of 
planes in a 5-dimensional space. In spite of this, the stated formulae for e [( 
include only characteristics of their track's displacements in a 3-dimensional 
subspace. In particular, on the basis offormula (34), it is easy to analyse the 
transformation of the domain of a variety of angles & and 13 at sphere (22). 

Further LF. Andrusik has demonstrated [4J that from formula (28) 
follows (under 84 = 85 = 0) the existence of the universal connection 
between intensities of tangential stresses and shear strains. As known, such 
a connection is peculiar to many materials. Thus the problems, which were 
moved out in [5J against the slip conception on the basis that function F 
is not universal, does not cover formula (28). 

Formula (28) also results in the following: Under torsion of prelim
inary tensioned thin-walled tube the overeall module is defined by Cicala 
formula [3] (as in terms of slip conception). 

Steady-state Creep 

The formula (28) defines the plastic strain of materials, which increase their 
strength at a process of loading, i.e. increase their resistance to strain. 
Hardening is characterized by plane's displacement - their removal from 
the origin of coordinates. 

Let's turn to experimental data. Iftest piece is unloaded, the return of 
mechanical features to their previous values takes place. In particular, the 
strain strength of a material decreases. The mentioned return also happens 
in a loaded test piece and creep is the result of a strain strength decrease. 
This idea is wellknown and generally accepted in physics of metals and in 
other allied branches of science [8,10]. 
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To get formulae for creep strain at the basis of mentioned idea, we 
rewrite the basic Eq (28) in the other form, we introduce the notion of 
intensity (cp) or irreversible strain (in direction of normal N): 

Id~1 
cp = --, 

dv 
(35) 

where 'volume' dv is defined by formula (25). Thus, on the basis of corre
lations (28) and (29) we obtain 

where 
cp = F(Hs). 

We write formula for components of velocity of irreversible strain 

where dot over letter means derivative with respect to time. 
In accordance with Eqs (32) and (37) we have 

And cp > 0, if 

. dF S-:'", \ 
cp = dHs . mCOSA. 

-:' 

S· m > 0, 8· m = hs = (8· m)max, 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

where (8·m)max means the maximal volume of scalar product 8·m over the 
whole history of loading. If at least one of conditions (40) is violated, cp = 0. 
In correlations (36) and (38) the limits of integration could be different. In 
Eq (38) n and A mean the set of correspondent angles under which cp > 0. 

In terms of theory of plasticity, the displacement of planes could be 
realized only under the variation of intensity cp. Distance from plane Hs 
and intensity cp are one-to-one correspondent by means of formula (37). 
In accordance with the mentioned idea, the planes could return in the 
direction to the origin of coordinates without change of cp. Thus, in terms 
of this idea, it is necessary to abandon correlations (37) and (39) and 
introduce a new function 'IjJ, which depends on position of a plane in a 5-
dimensional space, i.e. 

'IjJ = F(Hs). ( 41) 
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Let's call1/J intensity of strengthening (in direction of normal N). This is 
determined by formula (41), as 1/J depends on displacement of a plane, and 
the last condition defines strengthening of the material. 

Further we specify the connection between 1/J, cp by the next differen
tial dependence 

d1/J = dcp - K ( Ti, To )1/Jdt, (42) 

where d1/J and dcp - variations of functions 1/J and cp over time dt, K -
the characteristic function of a material. It depends on intensity of tangent 
stresses Ti and homological temperature To, i.e. 

T 
To=

Tml 
(43) 

and T - temperature at a given moment, T ml - temperature of melting. 
The first component of the right part of the formula (42) means that 

strengthening depends on unelastic strain, the second one indicates that 
recovery takes place, and strengthening and loosening of material take place 
simultaneously. 

Correlations, analogous to (42) were used [1,10J for a long time for 
description of some interior parameters. 

Formulae (38), (41) and (42) define the components of irreversible 
strain rate. 

Realization of Eq (31) is a condition for production of residual strain 
c in the direction of normal N in a 5-dimensional space. This equality 
means that stress vector S is tangent to track of a plane (with normal N in 
3-dimensional space 818283. Under this condition we obtain from formulae 
(30), (31) and (41) 

1/J = F(S. m cos ,x), 

and we have from Eqs (42) and (44) 

(44) 

cp = da:
s 

. s· m· cos,x + Kh,To)F(S. mcos,x). (45) 

In these directions, where B'm < hs, we have cp = 0 and from (42) we obtain 

(46) 

Eq. (46) describes strengthening recovery decrease of function 1/J, and for
mula (41) demonstrates reset of plane to coordinates origin. Formulae (44) 
and (45) are invalid under the condition B· m < hs. 

-----"--"--------- -----------
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Let's consider two extreme cases. The first - the loading is so quick 
that creep doesn't manage to realize. When dt = 0, that is equivalent 
to the case when we gain K = 0, formula (45) agrees with equality (38), 
derived for the plastic body. 

In another extreme case - let temperature and stress be fixed and 
remain constant (s = 0) after rise of loading. Thus, we gain from (45) 

<p = K ( 'ri, To) F (S . m . cos,x). (47) 

As the right part of the last formula does not depend on time, we obtain 

'P = 'Po + K('ri' To)F(S· m cos 'x)t, (48) 

where - 'Po is 'P in the moment (t = 0) in agreement fixed stress. Formulae 
(36) and (48) describe strain of stationary creep. 
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